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For European option we can obtain their exact values by using
the so-called Black-Scholes formula, whereas there is no explicit ex-
act solution for American counterparts despite that many research-
ers have attempted to obtain the solution. There have been many
approximation methods developed for valuing American options, but
they are not inclusive because they have both drawbacks and advan-
tages with respect to their speed and accuracy. This paper develops
an interpolation or pincer approximation based on the randomiza-
tion methods due to Carr（1998）and Kimura（2004），using a pair of
lower and upper bounds for option values derived by the Theta prop-
erty. From numerical comparisons with other approximations, we
see that our approximation has sufficient accuracy and efficiency for
practical applications.
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1. Introduction

Variety has come to options market nowadays since Black and Scholes
（1973）and Merton（1973）published the seminal papers. In particular, the

valuation of American options written on dividend-paying assets is an impor-
tant issue in the market, because it can be widely applied to many other types
of problems such as real options. Since McKean（1965）and Merton（1973）for-
mulated the American option valuation as a free boundary problem, many re-
searchers and practitioners have attempted to solve the analytical valuation
problem of American options. However, no closed-form formulas have not yet
been obtained. The difficulty is due to the possibility of early exercise whose
unknown boundary must be determined as a part of the solution. Some re-
searchers have made efforts toward developments of numerical approximation
methods for pricing American options.

A simple and intuitive approximation was developed by Johnson（1983），
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which is based on analytical lower and/or upper bounds for the option value.
Approximations are generated either by multiplying a coefficient to a single
bound or by combining a pair of lower and upper bounds with weight coeffi-
cients. These coefficients are statistically estimated from a large set of the val-
ues of options actually traded in the market. In this sense, approximations
based on bounds are of experimental or implied nature. Also, Broadie and De-
temple（1996）have developed more sophisticated approximations in the same
spirit. They obtained a lower bound of American call value by a capped Ameri-
can call option, while they numerically computed an upper bound through the
integral representation of the early exercise premium ; see Carr et al.（1992）
and Kim（1990）. Using these bounds, they proposed two kinds of approxima-
tions called LBA（lower-bound approximation）and LUBA（lower-and-upper-
bounds approximation）．Numerical comparisons in Broadie and Detemple
（1996）shows that both approximations can be quickly computed and that

LUBA is more accurate than LBA.
Another fast and accurate approximation among existing methods is the

randomization method proposed by Carr（1997），which is based on an Ameri-
can option with a random maturity. The random maturity follows the n-stage
Erlangian distribution with mean equal to the original maturity. As n→∞,
the Erlangian distribution converges to a point mass concentrated at the mean.
Hence, for large n, it can be considered that the value of American option with
random maturity approximates the true value. Although this idea is easy to
understand, the Erlangian distribution is not suitable for obtaining a simple
formula for the n-th approximation. In fact, Carr’s formula for the American
put value is given by a recursion of complex triple sums. To obtain a more
tractable formula, an alternative randomization method has been recently de-
veloped by Kimura（2004），which used an order statistic for the random matur-
ity. It has been shown that Kimura’s randomization method is much simpler
than Carr’s method, providing almost the same accuracy. However, numerical
solutions tend to behave unstably when we use high-precision computation. To
remove this instability, we consider to refine Kimura’s randomization by treat-
ing approximations with low precision as bounds of the true value. Interpolat-
ing these bounds, we propose approximations for the option value and the
early exercise boundary. This hybrid scheme is called a pincer randomization
in this paper.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we provide
some preliminaries for the analysis. The primal focus is on the American put
option because the call case can be analyzed by put-call symmetry relations.
Section 3 provides an idea of the pincer randomization method. To examine
the accuracy of our method, numerical comparisons with other approximations
are shown in Section 4. Finally, we give a conclusion and some comments on
future research in Section 5.
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2. Preliminaries

2.1 Basic framework
Let �������be the stock price in the capital market following the efficient

market hypothesis. Assume that �������is a risk-neutralized process governed
by the stochastic differential equation����� ��	
� �������� ���� （2.1）

where r＞0 is the risk-free interest rate, 
��is a continuous dividend rate,���is a volatility of the asset returns, and �� ����is a standard Wiener proc-
ess on a filtered probability space（Ω，（ t）���，，）, where（ t）���is the natu-
ral filtration corresponding to W and the probability measure is chosen so
that the stock has mean rate of return r.

Let �������� ������������
� �� �����
be the value of American put option written on �������with maturity date T＞0
and exercise price K＞0. Similarly, let�������� ������������
� ������� �
denote the value of the associated American call option with the same parame-
ters as those in the put option. McDonald and Schroder（1998）proved that a
parity relation holds between these two options, i.e.,���������
� ���������
��� �� （2.2）

Because of the parity relation between P and C, we focus on the American put
in this paper.

From the theory of arbitrage pricing, the fair value of the American put
option at time t is given by solving an optimal stopping problem������ ��ess sup������� � �	���	�� ��	���� ����

t］， ������ �� （2.3）

where��is a stopping time of the filtration（ t）���and the conditional expec-
tation is calculated under the risk-neutral probability measure . Solving the
optimal stopping problem（2.3）is equivalent to find the points ����� �for which
early exercise is optimal. Let and denote the stopping region and continu-
ation region, respectively. The stopping region is defined by� ���� ������ �� 

＋������ ���	�� ��!� （2.4）

Of course, the continuation region is the complement of in［0，T］× ＋. The
boundary that separates from is referred as the early exercise boundary,
which is defined by"��#$%��& ＋������ ���	�� ��'� ������ �� （2.5）
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The American put value P and the early exercise boundary "�� ������� �can
be obtained by jointly solving a free boundary problem, which is specified by
the Black-Scholes-Merton partial differential equation()�)�)*)����� �*�) ��	
� ��*����� �*� �*����� �*� 	������ ��� （2.6）

subject to the boundary conditions+,-
S↑∞
����� ���� （2.7）+,-

S↓"������ ���	"�� （2.8）+,-
S↓"�*����� �*� �	(� （2.9）

and the terminal condition����� ���	�� ��� （2.10）

Equation（2.8）is usually called the value matching condition and Equation
（2.9）is the smooth pasting condition. These conditions guarantee that prema-

ture exercise strategy on the early exercise boundary"�will be optimal.

2.2 Randomization methods
2.2.1 Carr’s randomization

Carr’s randomization method consists of the following three steps:

1. Randomize the maturity T by an exponentially distributed random vari-
able�.with mean �.���/	(��in order to value the so-called Canadian
option.

2. Extend the result to the case that �.is distributed as the n-stage Erlan-
gian distribution with the same mean �.���/	(��.

3. Take the limit of the randomized option value by letting n→∞ to obtain
the underlying American option value.

Let 01������� �denote the pdf of the n-stage Erlangian distribution with
mean/	(��, i.e., 01���� 1�2�3 41	(1	(� �5 1��	1�2�� ����
Figure 1 illustrates that a sequence of｛hn（t）｝converges to Dirac’s delta func-
tion concentrated at the mean T（＝1）as n gets large.

For a continuous function6������� �, define617���� 6�.��� ��8�96���01������ （2.11）
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Then, we have +,-1:9617����6��� （2.12）

that is the mathematical essence of Carr’s randomization method.

2.2.2 Kimura’s randomization
Instead of the n-stage Erlangian distribution, Kimura（2004）adopted an

order static for the random maturity. In much the same way as in Carr’s ran-
domization, his method can be written by the following three steps:

1. Randomize the maturity T by an exponentially distributed random vari-
able�.with mean �.���/	(��in order to value the Canadian option.

2. Extend the result to the case that �.is distributed as an order statistic
with the same mean �.���/	(��.

3. Take the limit of the randomized option value by letting n, m→∞ to ob-
tain the underlying American option value.

The order static used by Kimura is defined as follows: Let X１，…，Xn＋m be
iid random variables with parameter α（��）, and let X（i）denote the i-th small-
est of these random variables（i＝1，…，n＋m）．Then, the pdf of X（n＋1）is given
by ;1�< ���� 1�<� �515<	(� �5(	�	=�� �1=�	<=�� ���� （2.13）

The mean and variance of X（n＋1）are given by>1�(� �� ��(=?@��1 (<�@� （2.14）>1�(� �� ��(=)?@��1 (<�@� �)�

Figure 1．Convergence of the Erlangian pdf hn（・）（n=1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32）
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In addition, the modal value of X（n＋1）is given by>1�(� �� ��ABC-AD� ;1�< ����(=+EC1�<< � （2.15）

Figure 2（a）and 2（b）show the convergence of the pdf as 1�<� �:9 for
the cases that（a） >1�(� �� ����(and（b） >1�(� �� ����(．From these fig-
ures we see that there is no difference between these two cases and the pdfs
converge to Dirac’s delta function concentrated at the mean >1�(� �� �

. By set-
ting either >1�(� �� ��� or >1�(� �� ���, >1�(� �can be another candidate for
the random maturity�., because+,-1�<:9 >1�(� �� ���. Kimura（2004）adopted
the mode-matching >1�(� �� ��� in his randomization for computational con-
venience, because there is no significant difference between the two matchings
for large numbers of n. For the mode-matching,=can be determined by=�(�+EC1�<< � （2.16）

For a continuous function6������� �, define61�<7 ���� 6�.��� ��8�96���;1�< ������ （2.17）

Kimura（2004，Proposition 3）showed that the sequence 61�<7� �1�<�( can be effi-
ciently computed by using the recursion

（a）mean matching: >1�(� �F G�(

（b）mode matching: >1�(� �F G�(
Figure 2．Convergence of the pdf fn,m（・）（n= m=1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32）
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6��<7 �8�9<=�	<=�6�����61�<7 �1�<1 61	(�<7 	<161	(�<�(7 �1�(�
HIIIIJIIIIK （2.18）

and that +,-1�<:961�<7 ����6���� （2.19）

2.3 Canadian options
It can be seen that the Canadian case is a common starting point in these

randomization methods. Hence, we briefly summarize the fundamental re-
sults for the Canadian options.

For/��and����, let L7�L7/��� �denote the European-style Canadian
put value at time�����.� �

. Note thatL7/��� �does not depend on t by virtue of
the memoryless property. Then, we have

Proposition 1 (Kimura (2004)) The value of the European-style Canadian
put option is given by

L7/��� �� M���� //���	 //�
��N����
�O�����

HIIIJIIIK （2.20）

where M���� (P(	P) //�
 (	�	
/��P)Q R� ��Q RP(��O� （2.21）N���� (P(	P) //�
 (	�	
/��P(Q R� ��Q RP)���� （2.22）

and the parameters P(�P���are P)�P	O�are two roots of the quadratic
equation ()�)P)� �	
	()�)Q RP	/��� ����
i.e. PS�(�) 	 �	
	()
)Q RS �	
	()�)Q R)�)�)/��� �TU V� （2.23）

For/��and����, let�7��7/��� �denote the American-style Canadian
put value. Then, we have

Proposition 2 (Kimura (2004)) The value of the European-style Canadian
put option is given by
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�7/��� �� �	��L7/��� ���7/��� ��
��"7����"7�

HIIJIIK （2.24）

where "7�"7/��is the Laplace-Carlson transform of the time-reversed early
exercise boundary".W�"��	WW��� �, i.e.,"7/���8�9/�	/W".WXW� /�� （2.25）

and �7/��� ��	(P) P(M"7� �� 
/�
"7Y Z �"7Q RP)� ��"7� （2.26）

Applying the value matching condition（2.8）to the option value�7/��� �in
（2.24），we can obtain the following results that specify the early exercise
boundary"7of the American-style Canadian put option.

Proposition 3 (Kimura (2004))
（i）The early exercise boundary"7of the American-style Canadian put op-

tion satisfies the equation/"7�Q RP(��P(	(� �	
P("7�� （2.27）

（ii）For the limiting case/:�, we have"7����+,-W:9".W��P([	(3 4
P([ �� P)[P)[	(�� （2.28）

whereP@[�+,-/:�P@@�(�)� �. In particular, if
��, then"7����+,-W:9".W� �(��))�� （2.29）

（iii）For the limiting case/:9, we have+,-/:9"7/���".��"��-,\ �
�(] �̂� （2.30）

3. A Pincer Randomization Method

By virtue of the recursion（2.18），Kimura’s randomization method is much
simpler than Carr’s method, providing almost the same accuracy. However,
Kimura’s method sometimes behaves unstably near the expiry in high-
precision computation. The reasons for the instability are considered as

（i）the algorithm is fairly sensitive to the precision of the root "7 of the
equation（2.27）．
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（ii）the（n,m）-th approximation 61�<7 cannot appropriately satisfies the
value matching condition in the recursive procedure.

In this section, we propose a refinement to overcome these difficulties, which is
based on a pair of lower and upper bounds for a true value（say TRUE），and
then TRUE is sandwiched between the bounds. This methods reflect some
fundamental properties of the option Greek Theta and the order statistic. It is
generally known that Theta indicates the ratio of the change in an American
put value to decrease in time to expiration. Hence, the shorter the remaining
time to expiration, the option value is cheaper.

3.1 Lower and upper bounds for the option value
First consider the mean-matching case. From Figure 2（a）and the Theta

property of American put options that the mean-matching approximation for
the option value always underestimates the true value when n and m are not
large enough, giving a lower bound. Note that mean-matching approximation
for the early exercise boundary provides an upper bound. Figure 3（a）shows
that the lower bound is a tight one over the true value derived by the CRR bi-

（a）A lower bound for the TRUE value

（b）An upper bound for the TRUE value

Figure 3．Lower and upper bounds（T =1.0, S =100, K =100, r=0.05, σ=0.3, δ=0）
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nomial method（Cox et al.（1979））with n＝1000.
In the same manner as the mean-matching case, Figure 2（b）and the

Theta property shows that the mode-matching approximation always overesti-
mates the true value when n and m are small, i.e., it gives an upper bound.
For the early exercise boundary, the mode-matching approximation provides a
lower bound on the contrary. Figure 3（b）shows that the upper bound is less
tight than the lower bound, where TRUE values are also computed by the CRR
binomial method with n＝1000.

3.2 Interpolating lower and upper bounds
Figure 4 illustrates a relationship between the lower and upper bounds

for the early exercise boundary. This figure shows that the the TRUE value is
appropriately sandwiched between the bounds, and that the upper bound de-
rived by the mean matching is a good approximation for the TRUE value. For
the option value, the TRUE value is also in the bounds, and the lower bound is
a good approximation for the TRUE one. From Figure 3, the mean matching
provides more accurate approximations for the option value. From these ob-
servations, we employ the two interpolation methods below for valuing Ameri-
can put options, each of which does not have experimental nature as in LUBA
（See Broadie and Detemple（1996））：Let L（t, St）and U（t, St）denote the lower

and upper bound for the option value, respectively. Then, we define

�Arithmetic Average:�_ ����� ��`����� ��a����� �) � （3.1）

�Geometric Average:�b ����� �� `����� ��a����� �c
（3.2）

for approximations of the American put value. For the early exercise boundary,
we define the arithmetic and geometric averages in a similar way. As de-

Figure 4．Lower and upper bounds for the early exercise boundary
（K =100, r=0.05, σ=0.3, δ=0）
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scribed above, the upper bound of the early exercise boundary and the lower
bound of the option value are good approximations for the TRUE values.
Hence, we also add the upper-bound approximation for the early exercise
boundary and the lower-bound approximation for the option value in compari-
sons.

To determine an optimal level of（n, m）in the approximation61�<7 , we made
a preliminary comparison between the European put value and its PR ap-
proximation. Let p（t, S）denote the value of a vanilla European put option at
time ������ �

. Obviously, p（t, S）can be computed by the Black-Scholes for-
mula L���� ����	��	�� �d	X�� �	�c3 4	��	
�	�� �d	X� �� （3.3）

where X�+EC�2�3 4� �	
�()�)Q R�	�� �� �	�c � （3.4）

Figure 5 illustrates the relative percentage errors of approximations6e�e7 e�f�����g� �for p（0，S）as functions of S . We see from Figure 5 that the
approximations become better as N increases, being sufficiently accurate for

（a）N =3, 4, 5

（b）N =6, 7, 8

Figure 5．Relative percentage errors of the approximations for the vanilla European
put value p（0, S）（T =1.0, K =100, r=0.05, σ=0.3, δ=0.05）
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e�h. Hence, we will employe�gin our numerical experiments.

4. Computational Results

Figure 6（a）（6（b））shows some relations between the early exercise
boundary and the volatility（dividend rate）．Also, Figure 7（a）（7（b））shows
some relations between the option values and the volatility（maturity）．In or-
der to check the performance of the PR method in detail, we compare them
with other approximations for particular cases quoted from numerical experi-
ments in AitSahlia and Carr（1997）．Tables 1 and 2 summarize these results,
in which we compute three approximations by the PR method with both the
arithmetic and geometric averages and the lower-bound approximation named
LB-Rondom. We employ the arithmetic average of the 1000- and 1001-steps
binomial value as a bench mark of the TRUE value. For the methods of
Kimura（2004），Carr（1997），and Geske and Johnson（1984），“N-pts”in these
tables denote the number of steps of the N -point Richardson extrapolation.
For the finite-difference results（Brennan and Schwartz（1977）），the parame-
ters N and M denote the numbers of time and state steps, respectively. Also,
the quadratic approximation（Barone-Adesi and Whaley（1987）and MacMil-
lan（1886）），LBA and LUBA（Broadie and Detemple（1996）），approximations
by Bunch and Johnson（1992）and Huang et al．（1996）are added for compari-

（a）δ=0.05, σ=0.2, 0.25, 0.3

（b）δ=0.02, 0.05, 0.08, σ=0.2

Figure 6．Early exercise boundaries of put options（K =100, T =1.0, r=0.05）
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sons in these tables. See AitSahlia and Carr（1997）for details of their experi-
ments.

The PR method performs very well and competes with the randomizations
of Kimura and Carr. In addition, the PR method succeeds in the way that
modified Kimura’s randomization that always underestimates the TRUE
value, because the PR method provides not only much more accurate approxi-
mations for valuing put options but also better approximation than Kimura. In
addition, we see from these figures that the PR method is more accurate than
LBA and LUBA, which are also the lower-bound and the lower-and-upper-
bounds approximations, respectively.

Table 1 shows the impacts of the initial stock price S. The PR method with
both of arithmetic and geometric average becomes accurate as S increases, be-
cause the early exercise premium relatively constitutes a smaller portion of
the value for such cases. The fact is very well deserved from the viewpoints
that the PR method can value European option values as accurate as the
Black-Scholes formula and that we can decompose American option value into
the early exercise premium plus European option value.

Table 2 demonstrates the impacts of the remaining time to maturity on
the option value. For both cases of arithmetic and geometric averages, the PR
method becomes accurate as the remaining time becomes long. For this ten-
dency, we can give the same prospect from Table 1. In addition, from Tables 1

（a）T =1.0, σ=0.2, 0.3, 0.4

（b）T =0.25, 1.0, 4.0, σ=0.2

Figure 7．Values of put options（K =100, t=0, r=0.05, δ=0.02）
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and 2, we can see that the PR method with arithmetic average is accurate
enough and is greater than the one with geometric average. Clearly, this re-
flects the fact that�_ ����� ���b ����� �for all ����� �．

From the observations in Figures 3 and 4, it was considered that the lower-
bound approximations for the option values would perform well. However, we
see from Tables 1 and 2 that the lower-bound approximations are less accurate
than other approximations. We also see from other numerical experiments
that the randomization method with mean matching performs well if and only
if dividend is zero for which the root"7can be computed via"7�� �P(	(� �/Q R(P( （4.1）

without using Newton’s method. These observations would imply that the ac-

Table 2．A comparison of approximations for P（0, 100）（K ＝100, r＝0.06, σ＝0.4, δ＝0.02）

Method T＝０．５ T＝１．０ T＝１．５ T＝２．０ T＝２．５

Binomial １０．２７４１ １３．８７７４ １６．３６８２ １８．２８４０ １９．８３４９

PR method（Arithmetic Ave．） １０．３０５７ １３．８３９２ １６．２５９６ １８．１１０９ １９．６０４５

PR method（Geometric Ave．） １０．３０１６ １３．８３４５ １６．２５４７ １８．１０６１ １９．５９９８

LB-Random １０．０１５７ １３．４７６５ １５．８５８６ １７．６８８４ １９．１７０２

Kimura（８-pts） １０．１８０２ １３．７０８３ １６．１３９９ １８．００９０ １９．５３２１

Carr（３-pts） １０．２７５９ １３．８６７０ １６．３４６９ １８．２５３３ １９．７９６０

Geske and Johnson １０．３１５９ １４．０５５３ １６．７２００ １８．８３８８ ２０．５９７０

Quadratic １０．２７２８ １３．９１４２ １６．４６２７ １８．４４７６ ２０．０７４３

LBA １０．２６９７ １３．８６７９ １６．３５４５ １８．４４７６ １９．８１３４

LUBA １０．２７５０ １３．８７９６ １６．３７１２ １８．２８６９ １９．８３７１

Bunch and Johnson １０．２６７９ １３．８９０４ １６．４０７０ １８．３４８７ １９．９４３４

Huang et al． １０．２８１３ １３．８７５６ １６．３６５７ １８．２９４８ １９．８７４２

Finite Difference（N＝２００，M＝３００） １０．２６１４ １３．８５７８ １６．３１５８ １８．１５００ １９．５４４２

Table 1．A comparison of approximations for P（0, S）（T ＝3, K ＝100, r＝0.06, σ＝0.4, δ＝0.02）

Method S＝８０ S＝９０ S＝１００ S＝１１０ S＝１２０

Binomial ２９．２６０１ ２４．８０２３ ２１．１２９４ １８．０８４９ １５．５４２８

PR method（Arithmetic Ave．） ２８．８３９２ ２４．４５３３ ２０．８４８９ １７．８６８１ １５．３８９２

PR method（Geometric Ave．） ２８．８３７３ ２４．４５０１ ２０．８４４５ １７．８６２４ １５．３８２３

LB-Random ２８．５１３５ ２４．０６１４ ２０．４０９２ １７．３９７１ １４．９００５

Kimura（８-pts） ２８．７９９８ ２４．４２４６ ２０．７８９１ １７．７９７１ １５．２９９５

Carr（３-pts） ２９．２３２３ ２４．７６９２ ２１．０８３５ １８．０３６９ １５．４８７３

Geske and Johnson ３１．０３０５ ２６．１５４３ ２２．１１１４ １８．７６４６ １５．９９１１

Quadratic ２９．４３７７ ２５．０６１４ ２１．４４８４ １８．４４１８ １５．９２３９

LBA ２９．２１０５ ２４．７６６９ ２１．１０３９ １８．０６３５ １５．５２５２

LUBA ２９．２５４０ ２４．７９８９ ２１．１３０６ １８．０８６０ １５．５４３７

Bunch and Johnson ２９．９３８２ ２５．１５６６ ２１．３０９２ １８．１５５８ １５．５７５５

Huang et al． ２９．７１４７ ２５．０１３６ ２１．２１２１ １８．１１７３ １５．５７２９

Finite Difference（N＝２００，M＝３００） ２９．０５８４ ２４．４７４４ ２０．６３３０ １４．５５３５ １４．５５３５
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curacy of the lower-bound（or mean-matching）approximation is highly sensi-
tive to the computational accuracy of the root"7.
5. Conclusion

The previously established randomization methods have crucial problems
such as（i）difficulty of implementation in Carr’s randomization and（ii）unsta-
ble behavior near expiry in Kimura’s randomization. To rectify these defects
at the same time, we have adopted an interpolation approximation using a
pair of lower and upper bounds obtained by Kimura’s randomization. The idea
is due to the Theta property of American put options.

The PR method generates accurate approximations when the initial stock
price is in the out-of-money or the remaining time to maturity is long. It is
straightforward to interpret these properties from the fact that American op-
tion value can decomposed into the early exercise premium and the associated
European option value, the latter of which constitutes a greater portion of the
whole value. However, the PR method still have a tendency of underestima-
tion from the true value, which needs a further revision of the randomization.

Mathematical essence of randomization can be interpreted as an inver-
sion of Laplace or Fourier transforms. This interpretation enables us to apply
the randomization methods including the PR method to valuing other options,
e.g., exotic or path-dependent options such as Asian, lookback, barrier options
and so on. This is a future theme of extensive research. Another extension of
the randomization method is the case that the stock return jumps accidentally,
that is, the stock price process follows a jump-diffusion process or more gener-
ally a Lévy process. This remains as a future theme, too.

Professor, Hokkaido University
Mitsubishi UFJ Asset Management Co.Ltd.
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